INFORMATION ON SEARCHING SHERMAN GRINBERG FILM LIBRARY

Restoring and digitizing filmstrips from Paramount and American Pathway
No charge for academics and students!

Lance Watsky
lance@shermangrinberg.com
https://filmlibrary.shermangrinberg.com

Sherman Grinberg Film Library, Home of the Paramount and American Pathway newsreels (www.shermangrinberg.com), seek ways to share our historic newsreel footage with your research community. Currently there are 440 newsreel clips on the history of construction on our site.

To view newsreels there are two options:

Browse the footage available on-line (approximately 30% of holdings). If you visit https://filmlibrary.shermangrinberg.com/ and put your search terms into browse window using quotation marks, you can see footage already digitized.

Or have us create a Finding Aid based on keywords. If you send Lance Watsky keywords, he would send you custom Finding Aids and have you review it for stories of interest. Upon finding out which stories are of interest, Lance would have the Vault Team search for the footage, and if available, we will digitize the footage and send digital screeners for review.

The only thing we ask is if anyone wants to use the footage and requires a license, that they contact us directly.

I would appreciate the opportunity to answer any questions that you may have regarding obtaining copies of the digital files, or any other matter. Please contact Lance directly!